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Abstract:- Space time energy mass oscillating dynamics determined by the degrees in seconds of longitudes
and in minutes of latitudes.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mathematical equation of simple earthly constants in one breathe that solves all the mathematical formulas
in one breathe retaining the same word and the same meaning.

II.

INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS

Space time energy mass oscillating dynamics determined by the degrees in seconds of longitudes and
in minutes of latitudes. Energy mass phase changes longitudes as fifteen twinkling of an eye and latitudes as
eighteen twinkling of an eye. Multiple by 15*30*30*30*30*30 and 18*30*30*30*30*30 and 21 pulses (heart
beats) per 15 seconds. 21*15*30*30*30*30*30 in nano space time energy mass scale designed by crunches and
pulses in nano scale and you get this theory of syllable, word, grammar and speech. The most faultless Theory
of the Sun, Savitar the generator. The nodes as planets oscillating finally in seconds per earthly seconds
including the fission energy and different stages of fusion energy. While Sun is a quark (hour) 4320 seconds is
an hour (60*72) retaining the same word and the same meaning. It is a complete theory no loose ends, no
guesses, no predictions written in short verses The whole Surya Siddhantha His own decree.
Our Mathematicians say Mathematics is their daily bread and butter. He says Mathematics is His daily
breathe (life) who could have proposed His mathematical equation of simple earthly constants in one breathe
that solves all the mathematical formulas in one breathe retaining the same word and the same meaning.
Including the geometry and trigonometry as well as geography to include history of mankind. From the start of
time to this day designed by crunches and pulses (genetics) determined by daily monthly, yearly time bound
time dependent space time energy mass oscillating dynamics. Determined by seconds of longitudes and minutes
of latitudes that determines our fate. Individually as well as unitedly in earthly time scale. This common
equation gives the final equation where days, months and years as colours are as clear as the colours of the
rainbow colours of the planets devoid of doubts, grudge and hatred in peace with itself devoid of all personal
attachments state of mind of untouchables then tariffing good deeds or good thoughts creates a divine spell to
experience heavenly presence that removes time bondage to attain moksha and get to His personal bondage.
The black-hole (collapsed stars) as the genetic crunches and pulses as thoughts. There is no possibility
to tele-transporting of human beings to other worlds as confessed by todays science fictious writers. "Go,
therefore to Romka city, thine own residence, there, undergoing incarnation as a barbarian, I will impart to thee
The science upon which
Time is founded”, the grand system of energy densities (planets) by retaining the same word and the same
meaning.
Regards,
Bhausaheb Bhosle

III.

CONCLUSIONS

This common equation gives the final equation where days, months and years as colours are as clear as the
colours of the rainbow colours
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